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Class

295 responses

Branch

295 responses

Survey Questions

1) How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

295 responses

SIT Student Satisfaction Survey 2022-23
295 responses

Copy

B.E.
T.E.
S.E.
F.E.

24.4%

28.1%
22.7%

24.7%

Copy

Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electronics and
Telecommunication Engineering
Information Technology
Electrical Engineering

21.7%

17.6%

31.5%

25.4%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Option 5

22.4%

62%
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2) How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

295 responses

3) How well were the teachers able to communicate?

295 responses

4) The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

295 responses

5) Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers

295 responses

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

9.2%
61.7%

25.1%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

11.9%
32.9%

49.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

9.8%

27.1%

30.2%

29.2%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

34.9%

47.8%
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6) Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

295 responses

7) The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students

295 responses

8) The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

295 responses

9) The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

295 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.5%
28.8%

47.8%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never7.5%

9.5%

22.4%

21%

39.7%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

20.7%

36.9%

29.8%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

20%

41.4%

31.2%
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10) Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

295 responses

11) Your mentor (batch guardian) does a necessary follow-up with an
assigned task to you.

295 responses

12) The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

295 responses

13) The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges.

295 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

12.2%
35.6%

42%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

27.1%

54.2%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

12.2%31.2%

48.1%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to7.5%

13.2%

30.5%

40.7%
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14) Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

295 responses

15) The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.

295 responses

16) The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

295 responses

17) Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

295 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.5%

8.8%

12.2%

32.5%

38%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

16.6%

43.1%

32.9%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

14.9%

40.7%

31.2%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

17.3%

41.4%

32.5%
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18) Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

295 responses

19) What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.

295 responses

20) The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.

295 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

16.6%

39%

33.2%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

14.2%

35.3%

39%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

21.7%

44.7%

27.5%
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21)Any other-Comment

126 responses

No

NA

.

-

_

Good

Nice

Mr. Farendra ghodichor sir And Mrs. Anuradha Kulkarni mam are the only two faculties who
promote practical learning, others are more into teach and leave thing.

No

Faculties should change their attitude towards students

It was amazing Teachers.

It need some Improvement.

In 45 days before insem exam only 2 unit covered by teachers In next month before endsem
exam approximately 40days 4unit covered by teachers. now u understand how they teach in
classroom

A Very Third class college with a poor teaching staff

No thankyou

All well

Industrial visit are less

Good Teaching

Speed of teaching regarding cover a syllabus

These collage are very bad condition because, here external admission are provided.so all
regular students are losses.for all regular student not gives 100 % feedback to all teachers.

Not satisfied

Poor Placements & Job opportunitys for electrical branch

Okay but students are pressurized and feel burdened with too much of assignments and
because of which there is lack of study time . students are frustrated and exhausted to the
fullest as the campus is already so tiring and on top of that teachers pressurize students for
assignments and complitions . teachers should consider students point of view and health
issues

Thank you
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Only academic development is not compulsory ,there must be some sort of activities, some
sort of programs, some sort of extra caricature activities

--

Need to improve chem and bxe faculties

Institute needs to improve the quality teaching and interaction with the students as well as
should promote students to participate in other activities than syllabus and also arrange
programs for enjoyment

Please allocate some teaching staff for sports as many students need it

More practical approach could be considered.

Teacher have to communicate with student regarding different activities they have to motivate
student. We have to increases Communication between student and teacher. While teaching
teacher have to improve their way of teaching. Some intersting ways and things can be added
so that student can understand not only theoretically for exam but also for knowledge which
they can implement. Teaching way is the reason student not attending the lecturers. College
have to provide more activites and programs. College have to provide different intership
program. Different activities by which student can make different innovative project. Different
activities which help in getting placement is the most important.

No all teachers are learning very well

The ratio of teachers compared to students is very low it should be improved and they should
introduce some more activities apart from studies for students to learn and grow

Department does not supports regular students in compare of irregular & external students

Geat teaching

No comments

Teacher have very bad behaviour and they feel they are god in subject.they always laugh on
student for students weakness and always misbehaving

Need to improve the infrastructure of the college and also improvement needed in teaching
quality

Because of other few students who misbehave in class, the leactures where skipped, the
teacher used to say that "I have have completed the syllabus rest remains on you do it by
yourshelf" , or some times few teachers are not able to teache the subject properly, I dont konw
if the are intervied before sending for teaching students, and some say that the topic is easy
just do it by yourself. I think on the start of the TE institute said that we will seprate weak
student and good students but they didn't , if this would have done it would be very very nice
for those student whoes wants to study.

…

Use digital board for teaching

The experience of learning and growing was really great in this Institute. This institute is
blessed with such a great environment that helps is cope with our stress.

Good teaching

Teachers use the LCD projector a lot for the explanation about the subjects , and most of the
time they skip the explanation part and we only have to read that things , I personally want that
teachers should write on green board with chalk to interact with the students very strongly ,
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they should provide notes of every subjects in class itself ,and I think all students nees this !!
Please 🙏 take a look on this , it's my humble request !! The LCD projector is used for our
visualisation of the concept of subject , like any figure or diagram , by looking at we will be able
to understand the concept very easily !! Please make changes in this field !! Over all , the
teachers are too good and I get connect with them as a child and they are like my parents !!
Also the are very good in teaching 🙏 thankyou for reading my comment 🙏

The teachers in our institute are really bad. Sometimes it feels like they even not have just year
experience. Some teachers are good at all but some are just nothing.

Everything is Good

Teachers and mentors including HOD's need to be open minded and talkative in a good
manner. They should communicate with us about what we really and truly want to learn..Also,
they should be concerned more about our desired career subjective and our internships in the
particular fields not the sppu syllabus completion irrespective of our actual need. Instead of
making us print all the manuals and code prints which are literally useless in every means,
teachers should give us assignments based on the concepts and receive softcopies of lab
manuals and print codes.

Not at all ,..... Our all teachers/guardian staff are very well n good....thanku an I hope All
teachers will keep inspiring at last....

One of the worst institute in my opinion, you may also call it copy center. Almost everyone has
cheats with them and nobody does anything about it, only rarely they removed from the class
or is any action taken against them. On top of that placement cell is just a so unfair that only
TPO’a favourite students can sit for placement multiple times even after getting selected in
one company but we can’t.

Great Teachers and Institute also.

Arrange industrial visit to gain more knowledge about current industrial project

Actually,all teachers are not bad at teaching and interaction.But some teachers make the
subject hard while teaching which is actually easy , we even don't understand that what they
want to say

Teachers are good

Excellent teaching

N/A

Lab infrastructure and sports faculty must improve. Students must be able to use the readily
available facilities at ease without any restrictions.

No comments

All Is Well 😊
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